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maths in english - Maths Langella

twenty-four is two times twelve. Twelve is two times six, and six is two times three. ... Here are the first prime numbers: 2 ; 3 ; 5 ; 7 ; 11 ; 13. Work out the prime ... 
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DNL - Maths in English



Mme Langella - 4èmes



MATHS IN ENGLISH 5. Fifth sequence: "Prime factors" Get to : http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/maths/ Choose "Number"



"Factors, powers and roots"



" Prime factors-foundation"



"activity".



The words marked with an asterisk* are translated in French at the bottom of the paragraph. Meet posh* prime* numbers, and find out why they are the hardest working aristocrats of the maths world.



Prime numbers are pretty* posh; they have just two factors: themselves and one. Here are the first few prime numbers we'd like you to meet.



What is drawn* on the numbers to show that they are "posh"? ................................................................................



One doesn't get in because it's not a prime number. It's so posh that it doesn't have any factors, apart from itself.



Why isn't 1 a prime number? ......................................................................................................................................... You could think of prime numbers as the aristocrats of the maths world. Except this lot don't mind working for a living*. In fact prime numbers are the building* blocks (or factors) of all other numbers. What are the prime numbers for the other numbers? ................................................................................................... Let's look at the prime factors of twenty-four. We begin by dividing by the lowest* prime number that will work. So twenty-four is two times twelve. Twelve is two times six, and six is two times three. This means that the prime factors of twenty-four are two, two, two and three!



When you want to find out the prime factors of 24, what is the first operation you do? ................................................ How can you write 6 as a multiplication between two prime numbers? .......................................................................... What are the prime factors of twenty-four? .....................................................................................................................



DNL - Maths in English



Mme Langella - 4èmes



Ok; now it's your chance to shine: work out the prime factors of thirty-six, and fill in the gaps!



And your answer is: 36 = ..... × ..... × ..... × ..... Vocabulary: posh : snob. N.B.: En français, le mot "snob" vient de la contraction de "sans noblesse". prime: premier pretty: joli, mais est parfois utilisé pour dire "assez". Par exemple, "pretty bad" signifie "assez mauvais". to draw (drew, drawn): dessiner. to work for a living: travailler pour gagner sa vie. to build: construire. lowest: le plus bas (ici, le plus petit). Exercise: Here are the first prime numbers: 2 ; 3 ; 5 ; 7 ; 11 ; 13 ; 17 ; 19 ... Work out the prime factors decomposition of the following numbers: 6=...................................................... 20=.................................................... 12 = .................................................. 50=.................................................... 60=.................................................... 120=.................................................. This decomposition can be used to simplify fractions. For example, as the decomposition of 40 is 40 = 2 × 2 × 2 × 5 , and the decomposition of 420 is 420 = 2 × 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 , we can simplify the fraction



40 as follows: 420



40 2× 2× 2×5 2 × 2 × 2× 5 2 2 = = = = . 420 2 × 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 2 × 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 3 × 7 21 And



2 40 is the irreducible (unsimplifiable) able) form of the fraction . 21 420



Do the same and find out the irreducible form of the following fractions (please write the calculations): calculations)



6 = ............................................. 20 90 = .................................................. 60 50 = ........................................... 120



XKCD.com
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( )*,Ã— - Maths Langella 

the plane. Dot product, or scalar product. [fr: "produit scalaire"]. No, you don't get a vector as a result: you get a scalar, i.e. a number! Question 2: For each of the ...
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American mathematics - Maths Langella 

What if the problem you were working on, the Goldbach conjecture, say, or the ... on: David Hilbert helped arrange for some of his brightest students to flee.
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Pythagoras - Maths Langella 

Circle the right answer: what can we calculate thanks to Pythagoras' theorem? Now; let's say we want to find the length of side c in this triangle. We know that c.
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9 - Maths Langella 

historians agree that the magic square had is origin in China centuries before the ... 2 13 8 11. 16 3 10 5. 9 6. 15 4. Constructing Magic Squares. The method for ...
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the foundations of graph theory), eliminating al connecting them. In modern terms, one repl bridge with an abstract connection, an " is connected by that bridge.
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Ï€ = Ï€ = + - Maths Langella 

2) Why can't we simply write the number Pi with a decimal point? Because Pi isn't a decimal number; it is irrational! 3) Why do you think this formula is called an ...
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C. Greek mathematics - Maths Langella 

Story of Maths - Part 1.3: Greek mathematics: Pythagoras, Plato. ... But Pythagoras made another great discovery, that has to do with music and the ... Plato's theory would have a seismic influence and continued to inspire mathematicians and.
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Story of Maths - Part 1.4: Greek mathematics: Euclid ... - Maths Langella 

The Elements contains formulas for calculating the volumes of cones and cylinders, proofs about geometric series, perfect numbers and primes. The climax of ...
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B. Indian mathematics - Maths Langella 

At its heart lies the study of right-angled triangles. The sine function enables you to calculate distances when you're not able to make an accurate measurement.
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C. Islamic mathematics - Maths Langella 

Al-Khwarizmi's great breakthrough came when he applied algebra to quadratic equations. The ancient Mesopotamians had found a method to solve particular ...
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B. Babylonian mathematics - Maths Langella 

Scribe records were kept on clay tablets, which allowed the Babylonians to manage and advance their empire. However, many of the tablets we have today ...
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Story of Maths - Part 4.2: Topology - Graph theory ... - Maths Langella 

Story of Maths - Part 4.2: Topology - Graph theory (Euler and PoincarrÃ©) 13:56 - 23:54. The 7 bridges of Konigsberg (Topology / Graph theory) - Euler. Today the ...
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Story of Maths - Part 4.1: Early 20th century - Maths Langella 

It would be remembered as one of ... It's like saying, "I know there has to be a way to get ... Indeed, there wasn't just one infinity, but infinitely many infinities.
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D. Italian medieval mathematics - Maths Langella 

facial scar and a devastating speech impediment. In fact, Tartaglia was the nickname he'd been given as a child and means "the stammerer". Shunned by his ...
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Mrs. Langella â€“ Mathematics â€“ Instructions and ... - Maths Langella 

Pocket calculator must be brought for every class. Let's not forget that the use of mobile phones is strictly forbidden during the class. 2. Lessons. As school year ...
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A little topology - Answers - Maths Langella 

Make a mobius strip with a strip of paper and scotch tape. just one side of your mobius strip, all along the surface tripe and loops back to where it started.
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Discovering Diophantine equations - Some answers - Maths Langella 

Now use your rule to make a guess about the following questions: 1. If you had 34 candy packages and decided to give away the candy in groups of 4 and 6 is it ...
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Story of Maths - Part 3.3: German mathematics 42:00 ... - Maths Langella 

conjectures, even some proofs. But most of the time, he wouldn't ... by the French mathematician Legendre, all about number theory. His teacher asked him how ...
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DM : Maths 

a) Combien de litres de jus Jeanne peut-elle prÃ©parer avec 8 kg d'oranges ? b) Combien Paul va-t-il dÃ©penser au ... Jus de pomme. â€¢ Pour fabriquer 7 L de jus ...
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Devoirs Maths 

Soit ABC un triangle rectangle en « A » tel que la distance AB=4 et AC= 3 (l'unité est le centimètre). Soit le point MЄ [AB] tel que AM=1 .La parallèle à (BC) ...
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C. Calculus ("calcul diffÃ©rentiel", ou calcul des ... - Maths Langella 

Story of Maths - Part 3.2: 17th and 18th century mathematics: Calculus 15:30 - 42:00 .... on mechanics, and even found time to develop a new theory of music.
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Devoirs Maths 

b) RÃ©soudre l'Ã©quation . 3)a) Exprimer en fonction de . En dÃ©duire une relation entre et puis entre et . b) On considÃ¨re les points J et K d'affixes respectives et.
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Devoirs Maths 

Exercice 1 (3 points). Pour chacune des questions suivantes une seule des trois rÃ©ponses proposÃ©es est exacte. Indiquer sur la copie le numÃ©ro de la question et la lettre correspondant Ã  la rÃ©ponse choisie. La justification est demandÃ©e. Une rÃ
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cap maths ce dico maths dbid 39vz4 
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